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In this paper we present a combined analysis of the H1 data on leading baryon and diffractive structure
functions from DIS, which are handled as two components of the same semi-inclusive process. The available
structure function data are analyzed in a series of fits in which three main exchanges are taken into account: the
Pomeron, Reggeon, and pion. For each of these contributions, Regge factorization of the correspondent struc-
ture function is assumed. By this procedure, we extract information about the interface between the diffractive,
Pomeron-dominated, region and the leading proton spectrum, which is mostly ruled by secondary exchanges.
One of the main results is that the relative Reggeon contribution to the semi-inclusive structure function is
much smaller than the one obtained from an analysis of the diffractive structure function alone.









































One of the most striking results obtained at the DESYep
collider HERA was the discovery by the H1 and ZEUS C
laborations@1,2# that deep inelastic scattering~DIS! events
tagged with rapidity gaps exhibit mass distributions who
shape resembles very much those observed in hadron-ha
diffraction experiments. More recently, both the H1 a
ZEUS collaborations reported@3,4# analyses of another clas
of DIS events whose pretty flat distribution turned out to
quite similar to the leading particle spectrum, also obser
in hadron reactions. These similarities suggest that the Re
pole phenomenology@5#, successfully used to describe di
fractive events and the leading particle effect in hadron p
cesses@5,6#, might also be employed to analyze the cor
sponding events obtained in DIS.
In a conventional DIS process,ep→eX, a high energy
electron of four-momentumk interacts with a proton of four-
momentumP through the emission of a photon of virtualit
Q2. As long as the photon has high enough momentum
can resolve the internal partonic structure of the proton,
teracting with its partons through a hard scattering wh
breaks up the hadron. In this inclusive reaction only the o
going electron is detected in the final state@Fig. 1~a!#.
If, in addition to the electron, one specific kind of hadr
is detected in the final state, we have a semi-inclusive D
process,ep→ehX. Among processes of this kind there a
events for which it is possible to recognize, in the final ha
ronic state, particles that bear some identity with the origi
proton, i.e., they are close in rapidity to the original prot
and carry a significant fraction of its momentum. In a p
ticular case, events such as these may be characterized
large rapidity gap between the products of theg* p hard
scattering and the outgoing proton debris@Fig. 1~b!#. If those
debris are identified with a proton, neutron, or any oth
baryon closely related to the original proton, we have
above-mentioned leading baryon effect,g* p→XN, which,
in analogy with the hadron case@6#, could, in principle, be
described by Regge phenomenology in terms of Regg
and pion exchanges@7#.
Furthermore, if the detected baryon is carrying more th



















with a proton itself ~or, equivalently, if a rapidity gap is
detected nearby the proton fragmentation region!, then the
dominant interaction mechanism is a single diffractive sc
tering,g* p→Xp, in which the virtual photon interacts with
the proton through a color singlet exchange with the vacu
quantum numbers, which in Regge phenomenology is kno
as a Pomeron exchange@5#.
With the above statements we just intend to make
point that, speaking in terms of theory, diffractive DIS even
are part of a wider class of interactions, the semi-inclus
DIS processes, within which the leading particle effect
found. Thus, if one wants to capture the Regge beha
presumably observed by a certain kind of DIS data, o
should take into account all available data at once, which
this case, means to consider simultaneously diffractive
leading particle data in the same analysis. This is the sc
of the present paper.
FIG. 1. ~a! Kinematic variables for the reactionep→eX. ~b!
Kinematic variables for the semi-inclusive reactionep→eNX,



































































M. BATISTA, R. J. M. COVOLAN, AND J. MONTANHA PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 096006Semi-inclusive processes have been measured by the
and ZEUS Collaborations in the HERAep colliding machine
at DESY, where positrons of 27.5 GeV collide with proto
of 820 GeV. The H1 Collaboration has made high-statis
measurements of the diffractive structure functionF2
D in the
processep→eXY, where Y represents a hadronic syste
with mass lower than 1.6 GeV and rapidity closest to tha
the incident proton@8#. H1 also measured the leading proto
and neutron structure functions,F2
LP andF2
LN , respectively,
in the reactionep→eNX, whereN is the identified nucleon
@3#. The ZEUS Collaboration has measurements of the
fractive structure functionF2
D in the reactionep→epX @9#,
and preliminary leading baryon measurements have
been reported@4#.
Now, let us examine these experimental findings throu
a phenomenological gaze. The first attempts to describe t
by the Regge formalism were based on the Ingelman
Schlein model@10# by which diffraction in DIS is understood
as a two-step process: first the proton emits a Pomeron,
the Pomeron is hard scattered by the virtual photon. In s
a view, the Pomeron is a quasiparticle that carries a frac
j of the proton’s momentum and has its own structure fu
tion that could be expressed in terms ofb and Q2 ~hereb
plays the role of the Bjorken variable for the Pomeron; s
its definition in the next section!. Accordingly, the measured
structure functionF2
D(4)(j,t,b,Q2) would be factorized as
F2
D(4)~j,t,b,Q2!5 f P~j,t !F2
P~b,Q2!, ~1!
where f P(j,t) is the flux of the Pomeron out of the proto
which is a function ofj and t, the squared four-momentum
transferred at the proton vertex.F2
P(b,Q2) represents here
the Pomeron structure function.
Several analyses were made based on Eq.~1! and on this
factorization hypothesis, including those performed by
H1 and ZEUS Collaborations@1,2# ~see also@11# and refer-
ences quoted therein!. In fact, these kind of analyses hav
been used to establish the Pomeron interceptaP from the
diffractive DIS data.
Although the preliminary experimental results seemed
confirm the factorization hypothesis@1,2#, subsequent high
statistic data measured in an extended kinematical regio
the H1 Collaboration proved that such a simple factoriz
expression is clearly violated@8#. Since then it has been con
jectured @8,12# that secondary Reggeonic exchanges co
play an important role in diffractive events, in such a w
that the structure function could be written as
F2
D(4)~j,t,b,Q2!5 f P~j,t !F2
P~b,Q2!
1 f R~j,t !F2
R~b,Q2!, ~2!
where f R(j,t) is the Reggeon flux factor, andF2
R(b,Q2) is
the Reggeon structure function. Within this approach,
change in the diffractive pattern displayed by the H1 d
could be explained without giving up the idea of Regge f





















was very successful in describing the bulk of the diffracti
structure function data with a fitting expression akin to E
~2! ~see@8#!.
In fact, not only the diffractive data, but also the H1 lea
ing proton structure function data can be fairly describ
within the same framework as well by just adding up to E
~2! an extra pion contribution as required in such a case~se
@3#!. The leading neutron structure function is described
the same scheme, but in that case only the pion exchang
necessary@3#.
Since the leading baryon data were obtained some t
after the diffractive structure function measurements, th
H1 analyses were performed independent of each ot
However, as stated previously, it is our belief that both d
fractive and leading proton processes should be analyzed
gether, as two parts of the same semi-inclusive process
the same fashion as in the hadronic case@6#. In this way it
would be possible to establish more precisely the role of
Pomeron and the secondary Reggeon exchanges, sinc
diffractive data are dominated by the former and has
latter only as a background, while the reverse is true for
leading proton data. Therefore, in this work we consid
these data sets as complementary ones, i.e., our basi
sumption is that the diffractive and leading proton structu
functions are parts of one and the same semi-inclusive pro
structure function, which can be expressed in a way sim
to Eq.~2!. Throughout this work we will use the notationF2
SI
for the semi-inclusive proton structure function, when ref
ring to the diffractive and leading proton structure functi
data together.
The purpose of this paper is to reach a better understa
ing about the role of the Pomeron and Reggeon contributi
in the interface between the diffractive and nondiffracti
regimes through a global fit of the proton structure functi
obtained from H1 semi-inclusive DIS data~the ZEUS data
were not employed in the fitting procedure, but their diffra
tive structure function measurements were used for chec
our final results!. In Sec. II we define the kinematical var
ables and cross sections while our fitting procedure is p
sented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we present our fit results an
preliminary discussion, while a procedure to compare d
fractive and leading proton data is described in Sec. V. O
main conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.
II. KINEMATICS AND CROSS SECTIONS
The usual variables employed to describeep DIS are de-
picted in Fig. 1~a!. One can define the squared energy in t
ep center of mass system~c.m.s.! in terms of the four-
momentaP and k, referring, respectively, to the incomin
proton and electron~or positron!, as
s5~P1k!2 ~3!
and the squared energy in theg* p c.m.s. as
W25~P1q!2. ~4!

















































If we ignore the proton mass, we have the following relatio
among these variables:









being thatx!1 has been assumed in the latter expressio
For the case presented in Fig. 1~b!, where a baryon with
















where theb variable represents the fraction of momentu
carried by a struck parton in the pomeron~if a pomeron
exchange model is assumed!.
Also, for leading baryons, it is usual to describe the d
in terms of the fraction of momentum carried by the outg
ing proton,z5P8/P, wherez is connected withj by
z512j. ~10!
The differential cross section for a semi-inclusive D










In the case of diffractive events, such a cross section is o










Here R5sL /sT is the ratio between the cross sections







Under certain conditions, it is possible to assumeR'0 and
thus the experimental behavior of the cross sections~11! and
~12! is expressed in terms of the structure functio
F2
LB(3)(z,x,Q2) andF2
D(3)(j,b,Q2). Specifically for the H1
diffractive data, such an assumption was applied for th
data withy,0.45 @8#.
Thus, our analysis is directed to study the behavior
bothF2
LB(3)(z,x,Q2) andF2
D(3)(j,b,Q2) data. We notice that
these data are already integrated over thet range correspond
ing to their respective experiments. In order to compare th
data among themselves it is necessary to explicitly introd
the t dependence on the structure functions. We discuss
issue in detail in Sec. V.
III. MODEL, PARAMETERS, AND FITTING PROCEDURE
In the present study we have used the diffractive struct
function dataF2
D obtained by the H1 Collaboration@8#, to-
gether with their measurements of the leading baryon st
ture functionsF2
LP for protons andF2
LN for neutrons@3#, in
the same analysis. TheF2




while for the leading baryonF2





We notice that, although these data sets are overlappin
terms ofx andQ2 ranges, they are complementary in term
of the b, the Bjorken variable for the presumable Pomer
constituents.
As stated before, the H1 diffractive structure functio
F2
D(3)(j,b,Q2), can be written as a combination of tw
Regge exchanges with the quantum numbers of the vacu
the Pomeron, and the Reggeon ones@8#. The most genera







Here, functionsgP(j) and gR(j) represent, respectively
the Pomeron and Reggeon flux factors integrated ovet,
while F2
P(b,Q2) and F2
R(b,Q2) are the Pomeron and
Reggeon structure functions. The last term on the right-h
side of Eq.~13!, gI(j) F2
I (b,Q2), accounts for a possible
interference effect between the Pomeron and Reggeon
changes.
The fluxes are taken from the Regge phenomenology























































whereutminu and utmaxu are the minimum and maximum ab
solutet values of the data for each experiment. In these
pressions, the parametersaP
0 , aR
0 and aP8 , aR8 are, respec-
tively, the intercept and slope of the Pomeron and Regg
linear trajectories, that is
aP~ t !5aP
01aP8t and aR~ t !5aR
01aR8 t, ~16!









The interference termgI(j) F2
I (b,Q2) is related to the







cosH p2 @aP~ t !2aR~ t !#J
3AebR tF12~ t !j12aP(t)2aR(t)dt. ~19!
The expression above is quite similar to the one used
the H1 Collaboration to account for the interference con
bution in their diffractive structure function analysis@8#. Fol-
lowing their procedure, we introduced a free parameterI to
account for the degree of interference between the Pom
and Reggeon exchanges. Such a parameter is allowed to
from 0 to 1.
Here we mostly intend to explore the connection betwe
the diffractive and leading proton regimes, although
available data are quite separated in termsb. Therefore, we
need a general functional form for the Pomeron struct
function that could be able to consider both the lowb ~lead-
ing proton! and highb ~diffractive! regimes. In order to do
that, we choose for the Pomeron a functional form based
the same phenomenological parametrization as used in
H1 QCD analysis of the diffractive structure function@8#,
where a quark flavor singlet distributionbSq(b,Q
2)5u1ū
1d1d̄1s1 s̄ and a gluon distributionbG(b,Q2) are pa-





























3expS ab21D , ~20!
wherePj (z) is the j th member in a set of Chebyshev pol
nomials, with P151, P25z and Pj 11(z)52zPj (z)
2Pj 21(z). We have summed these terms up ton53 and set
Q052 GeV
2, in order to contemplate theQ2 range of both
diffractive and leading proton data. Following H1, we al
set a50.01. Therefore, Eq.~20! has six parameters to b
fixed by the fit.
Since it is not possible to totally separate the Pome
structure function from its flux factor, the parametersCj
(S)
above also set the overall normalization of the pomeron c
tribution. The gluon and quark distributions above a
evolved in leading order~LO! and next-to-leading orde
~NLO! by using theQCDNUM16 package@13#, and the final




where^e2& is the average charge of the distribution, and
three flavorŝ e2&52/9.
For the Reggeon, we assume the hypothesis of a di
relation between the Reggeon structure function and the p




whereNR is a free normalization parameter, and for the pi
structure function we choose the LO Glu¨ck-Reya-Vogt
~GRV! parametrization@17#. Such a choice is supported b
the good description it provided for the H1 leading bary
data@3#. In fact, the identification of the Reggeon structu
function with the pion one is not new, and some auth
already have applied it to the analysis of the H1 diffracti
structure function data@14#. Specifically for our case, we
also choose to identify the Reggeon exchange explicitly w
the f 2 family of resonances, which has the right quantu
numbers for the processes analyzed here and is characte
by its high intercept,aR
0'0.68 @15#.
For the leading proton structure function
F2
LP(3)(j,b,Q2), besides the Pomeron and Reggeon con
butions, the pion exchange also plays a major role. In fa
the pion contribution is known to have an important role
hadronic leading proton@6# and seems to work as an effe
tive background forp̄p diffractive reactions at smallt @16#,
besides its role in DIS@3#. Indeed, pion exchange has a we6-4
REGGE ANALYSIS OF DIFFRACTIVE AND LEADING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 096006TABLE I. Values used for the parameters that were kept fixed during the fitting procedure.
Parameters: aP aP8 aR aR8 bR
0 a























sisknown phenomenological behavior, so we took the pion fl









wheregpp/4p513.6 is the coupling constant forpp→pX.
Note that for the inclusive neutron production,pp→nX,
there is an extra factor 2 in the coupling constant due to
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for such a process.
For the pion structure function,F2
p(b,Q2), we took the
LO GRV @17# parametrization. With the flux above and th
GRV structure function, we were successful in describing
DIS leading neutron data without any free parameter.









As we said at the beginning, our main assumption is t
the diffractive and leading proton structure function are co
ponents of one and the same semi-inclusive~SI! structure
function, which combines the contribution from both E















It should be noted that in the equation above, the p
contribution is significant only forj>0.1, therefore for the
diffractive regime,j<0.05, Eq. ~25! reduces to Eq.~13!,
where no pion exchange is considered.
Overall, we are dealing with a maximum of eight fre
parameters to be fixed by the fitting procedure. These par
eters come from the Pomeron structure function, Eq.~20!
~six parameters!, Reggeon normalization, Eq.~22! ~one pa-
rameter!, and the interference contribution, Eq.~18! ~one pa-
rameter!. As mentioned before, the pion contribution„flux
factor, Eq.~23!, and structure function, given by the GR
parametrization@17#… is totally fixed by the standard phe
nomenology having no free parameter left.
The other parameters, such as the Pomeron and Reg
trajectories~intercept and slopes!, the slope of the Reggeont
dependence and thea parameter from Eq.~20! were kept
fixed by their values from the literature, since they are qu
well established. In Table I we present the values used
these parameters throughout this paper.
It should be mentioned that we excluded from the fit
data lying in the resonance region (MX
2<2 GeV2) and/or
with y>0.45. That leaves us with a total of 170 diffractiv
structure function data and 48 leading proton structure fu
tion data, which adds up to a total of 218 data.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table II we present the results of our first three fits.
1 represents the results of our global LO analysis of diffr
tive and leading proton structure function data, using E
~25! with no interference term included (I 50). Since we are
dealing with two different sets of data, we added the stati
and systematic errors in quadrature. Ax2/degree of freedom
~DOF! of 1.277 was obtained.
Fit 2 corresponds to the results of a global NLO analy. For
theTABLE II. Parameters obtained from the fits to diffractive and leading proton structure function data
these results, the interference parameter was turned off (I 50). The individual contribution to thex2 coming
from the diffractive~Diff. ! and leading proton~LP! data are also presented, with their relative weight in
total x2 ~in %) presented in parentheses. All errors are quoted as obtained fromMINUIT .
Parameters Fit 1—Global LO Fit 2—Global NLO Fit 3—Diffractive NLO
C1
(S) 0.11160.031 0.116 0.017 0.14760.040
C2
(S) 0.07660.034 0.16960.029 0.18260.053
C3
(S) 0.15660.034 0.18160.035 0.06560.038
C1
(G) 1.11060.056 0.71060.052 0.70460.095
C2
(G) 0.81760.071 1.35060.053 1.07960.167
C3
(G) 0.28460.097 0.63360.168 0.306 0.180
NR 2.04860.124 2.05860.123 7.2560.55
x2 ~Diff. ! 202.60~75%! 199.73~74%! 180.23~100%!
x2 ~LP! 66.90~25%! 69.48~26%! -
































M. BATISTA, R. J. M. COVOLAN, AND J. MONTANHA PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 096006of the diffractive and leading proton structure function da
using Eq.~25! as the fitting equation, again with no interfe
ence term included (I 50). Although some of the paramete
have significantly changed in comparison to Fit 1, the fi
result provided ax2/DOF51.276, which is basically the
same as the one from the global LO fit.
Fit 3 corresponds to a fit of Eq.~13! to the diffractive
structure function data only. The finalx2/DOF obtained,
with only statistical errors included, wasx2/DOF51.106.
Although, in this case, the interference component was
free, it was ruled out by the fit. An observation to be made
this point is that one must be careful when comparing t
x2/DOF result with the one from the H1 QCD analysis of t
same set of data@8#, since our sample includes two sets
data that where not taken into account in the H1 analy
~those for Q2545 GeV2 and Q2575 GeV2 at b50.9).
That gives us a total of 170 data, whereas H1 has only 1
Our choice for the Reggeon intercept has also some effe
improving the finalx2 result.
Table III presents the results of global fits when the int
ference parameterI set free. It was bounded to vary in th
interval 0<I<1, but, as can be seen, in both fits it assum
the maximum upper value. Comparing these results res
tively to Fits 1 and 2, thex2/DOF improved a little in both
the LO fit (x2/DOF51.16) and the NLO fit (x2/DOF
51.18).
Tables II and III also present the individual contributio
to the x2 coming from the diffractive and leading proto
data. For three of our global fits, we have a diffractive co
tribution around 74%, with the leading proton one arou














global NLO fit with the interference parameterI set free~Fit
5!. For that we have the diffractive data contributing wi
68% and the leading proton data with 32%. It is worth r
membering that, for the global fits, our data sample is co
posed of 218 data, 170 coming from diffractive and 48 fro
the leading proton structure function. Therefore, the diffra
tive data correspond to 78% of our global data set, and
leading proton data to 22%.
In order to test the parametrization of the Pomeron str
ture function, we compare some of our results for
TABLE III. Parameters obtained from the global fits to diffra
tive and leading proton structure function data. For these results
interference parameter was set free. The individual contribution
the x2 coming from the diffractive~Diff. ! and leading proton~LP!
data are also presented, together with the totalx2. All errors are
quoted as obtained fromMINUIT .















x2 ~Diff. ! 176.90~73%! 169.78~68%!
x2 ~LP! 66.30~27%! 78.77~32%!
x2/d.o. f . 243.20/(21828) 248.55/(21828)-
FIG. 2. Diffractive structure
function dataF2
D(3) from the Zeus
Collaboration @2#, together with
the results for the Pomeron struc
ture function extracted from fit 2
~solid line!, fit 3 ~dashed line!, and
fit 5 ~dotted line!.6-6
ur
REGGE ANALYSIS OF DIFFRACTIVE AND LEADING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 096006FIG. 3. Plot of the H1 diffractive structure function datajF2
D(3) for fixed b andQ2. The curves represent the best fit resultant from o
global NLO fit 2 ~solid line! and fit 5 ~dotted line!. We also show the diffractive NLO fit 3~dashed line!. Those data points lying in the
resonance region,MX
























P(j,b,Q2), Eq. ~20!, with the independent measurement
F2
D(3)(j,b,Q2) by the ZEUS Collaboration@2#, where no
sign of secondary exchanges was found. As shown in Fig
all of the three fits exhibited are in good agreement with
data~which were not used in the fitting procedure!, indicat-
ing that the Pomeron contribution has been fairly accoun
In Fig. 3 we plotted the diffractive structure function da
from the H1 Collaboration in comparison with the results
the same three fits shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen,
agreement among the three fits is quite good at smallj, but
as j increases Fit 3 grows faster than the other two. T
difference between Fit 1 and Fit 2~not shown in the figure! is
quite small over the entire diffractive range ofj, which is
expected since both fits give close values for thex2.
Figure 4 shows theF2
LP data from the H1 Collaboration
together with the results from Fit 2 to illustrate the descr
tion of the leading particle behavior. The leading neutr









can be described assuming pion exchange as the only co
bution for the reaction and so were not employed in
fitting procedure!.
After showing all of these results, some comments are
order. Firstly, from Fits 1 and 2, we see that applying LO
NLO evolution equations produce basically the same re
in terms ofx2, although, as expected, some parameters su
a little change~the same can be said about Fits 4 and 5!. We
note that these parameters reflect the quark and gluon co
of the Pomeron as obtained from different scenarios.
The comparison between fit 2~global! and fit 3 ~only
diffractive data! present much more remarkable effects. N
only the parameters change, but in the latter case there
strong enhancement of the secondary contribution. Howe
this is a suspicious effect since the diffractive data are q
limited in terms of thej variable and secondary Reggeo
contribution are supposed to play an important role only
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proton structure function dataF2
LP
~for fixed x and Q2) vs z512j,
with the result of the global NLO
fit with no interference~fit 2!. The
leading neutron structure functio
data F2
LN is also shown, togethe
with the prediction coming from
the product of the standard pio
flux, Eq. ~23!, and the GRV pa-
































ad-When we perform the global fit, but leaving the interfe
ence term completely free to be established by thex2 mini-
mization, it assumes its maximum value~fits 4 and 5!. Again
it is the case of asking whether this outcome reflects a r
able physical effect or is just a fitting artifact. Answering th
question is beyond the scope of this paper, but we h
strong evidence indicating that the introduction of the int
ference term makes the corresponding structure function
adequate to describe the results of diffractive photo-
eletroproduction of dijets by both H1 and ZEUS Collabo
tions. On the other hand, the diffractive structure funct
obtained without interference effects allow a very good
scription of both dijet production processes@18#.
V. BRINGING DIFFRACTIVE AND LEADING PROTON
STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS TOGETHER
Now, some words are needed to explain how we hand
together both the sets of data displayed in Fig. 5, since
the central piece of our study. In that figure we bring toget
the diffractive and leading proton data and compare the
sults of our three NLO fits to this combined set of sem
inclusive data.
Here, we are mostly interested in analyzing the behav
of these data in terms ofj. Since theb range for the diffrac-
tive and leading proton data are very distinct, the usual p
cedure of plotting together data with the same values ob
and Q2 would not be the best choice. There is, however















Q2. Thus, we choose to combine the data in groups with
same~or as close as possible! values ofx andQ2. That is a
more proper way to show that the difference between
diffractive and the leading proton regime is due to thej
region where the semi-inclusive processep→epX is mea-
sured, according to our assumption that both sets of data
be embraced by the same semi-inclusive structure functi
Still a problem remains. Besides the differentb range,
both the diffractive and leading proton structure functio
were measured at differentt intervals. The diffractive data
were measured for the intervalutminu,utu,1 GeV2,












with pT,max50.2 GeV. Since this last interval correspon
to a range smaller than the diffractive one and since
phenomenologicalt dependence coming from the diffractiv
region seems to be well established for both hadronic
DIS events, in Fig. 5 we scaled down the diffractive structu












REGGE ANALYSIS OF DIFFRACTIVE AND LEADING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 096006FIG. 5. Diffractive~Diff, white
circles and white squares! and
leading proton ~LP, black tri-
angles! structure function data vs
j for fixed x and Q2. The figure
combines, in each plot, the dif
fractive and leading proton dat
with the same or close values ofx
andQ2. The quotedQ2 values are
those of the diffractive data, for
which the correspondent leadin
proton values are Q2
54.4,7.5,13.3 and 28.6 GeV2.
The black circles and black
squares represent data withMX
2
,2 GeV2. For a matter of pre-
sentation, every leading proto
data was multiplied by a scale fac
tor, to compensate for their shorte
t range compared to the diffractiv
F2
D(3) measurements, as explaine
in the text. The plotted curves rep
resent our global best NLO fits
with no interference~solid line!
and maximum interference~dotted






































tiveIt should be noticed that such a correction is intended o
as a visualization device. In our whole fitting analysis,
took the data at their correct measuredt intervals.
In order to make such a correction as independent of
own analysis as possible, we choose to proceed by the
lowing way. A fit of Eq.~13! to the diffractive structure func
tion data was performed, with the interference parametI
set to zero~no interference!. The fluxes were those given b
Eq. ~14! and Eq.~15!, with the Pomeron and Reggeon inte
cept kept fixed with those values obtained from the
analysis@8# (1.2060.01 and 0.5760.01, respectively!. For
any fixed values ofb and Q2, the Pomeron and Reggeo
structure functions were treated as free parameters to
fixed. Once those parameters were determined for each s













which should be used to correct each measured diffrac
structure function data point at a givenj, b, andQ2.
Such a procedure provided a correction factor that i
function ofj, going from 0.25 to 0.4. This is reflected in th
curves shown in Fig. 5. From that figure it is clear that thef 2
Reggeon contribution coming from fit 3 overestimates









related to this exchange is the normalizationNR , and from
Table II it is clear that the fit to the diffractive data alon
drives such a parameter to a very high value, compared w
the one from the global fits 2 and 5, which are both qu
compatible with the combined sets of data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis in this paper shows that we have to be v
careful before drawing conclusions about the role of Reg
exchanges in diffractive DIS. If only the H1 high statist
diffractive data were used, as we have done in our fit 3,
extrapolation of such a result to the leading proton reg
will overestimate those data by, at least, a factor 2~Fig. 5!. It
could be argued that such an extrapolation goes to lowb
values beyond the range of the fitted data, and our Pome
structure function would not be valid anymore. That is tru
but the point is that the Pomeron contribution alone is
important in such extrapolation. It is the secondary Regg
plus the pion contribution that play the major role in th
leading proton region. The pion contribution itself is fixe
and provides a quite reasonable description of the lead
neutron data. The same pion structure function is used by
Reggeon exchange, and it has been shown that such a
bination provides a good description of the leading bary
data@3#. Therefore our choice of structure functions for th
secondary exchanges works well in both regimes, and
fair to expect that, extrapolating the information about t
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decent qualitative description of the leading proton data,
instead we were left with a result that not only does n
describe the data, but also leaves no room for correct
with extra Reggeon exchanges.
The main problem in connecting the diffractive and lea
ing baryon regimes seems to come from the relative we
that the fit put over the Reggeon contribution in each ca
For instance, the normalization parameterNR changes from
7.25, when only diffractive data are used, to 2.058, wh
both diffractive and leading proton data are put together.
though the interference term has some impact over
Reggeon contribution, it plays a minor role that does
improve at all the discrepancies discussed above.
The fact that the ZEUS Collaboration has found no s
ondary exchange in their diffractive measurements@2,9# is
also evidence that the diffractive structure function d


















the contribution of the secondary Reggeon exchange in se
inclusive ep reactions. Therefore, the leading baryon da
represent an important constraint that must be taken into
count in any analysis based on the Regge picture of diffr
tion.
The next step following this analysis is to show how the
different parametrizations affect the theoretical predictio
for the cross sections of diffractive photo- and electroprod
tion of dijets, also measured by ZEUS and H1 Collaboratio
@19,20#. This is going to be reported in a forthcoming pap
@18#.
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